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We argue that large elections may exhibit a moral bias (i.e., conditional on the distribution of
preferences within the electorate, alternatives understood by voters to be morally superior are
more likely to win in large elections than in small ones). This bias can result from ethical

expressive preferences, which include a payoff voters obtain from taking an action they believe to be
ethical. In large elections, pivot probability is small, so expressive preferences become more important
relative to material self-interest. Ethical expressive preferences can have a disproportionate impact on
results in large elections for two reasons. As pivot probability declines, ethical expressive motivations
make agents more likely to vote on the basis of ethical considerations than on the basis of narrow
self-interest, and the set of agents who choose to vote increasingly consist of agents with large ethical
expressive payoffs. We provide experimental evidence that is consistent with the hypothesis of moral bias.

In this article, we provide evidence that voters in
large elections tend to vote against their material
self-interest and to vote for a morally or ethically

appealing alternative. It may seem puzzling that voters
might behave differently in small elections than they
do in large ones. However, we show that such behav-
ior is a logical consequence of voters having a con-
flict between obtaining a better material outcome and
choosing a moral action. We develop a simple model of
this conflict and show that decreasing the probability
that a single vote is decisive (i.e., pivot probability)
reduces the importance of outcomes relative to actions
in voter decision making. Because pivot probability
is generally small in large elections, alternatives that
are understood by voters to be morally superior are
more likely to win in large elections than in small ones.
Thus, compared to the preferences of voters, election
results will be biased in favor of moral alternatives.1
The model produces a set of predictions that we test in
a laboratory experiment.

To clarify ideas, consider a situation in which two
outcomes are possible: A and B. Assume that B gives
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1 The term “bias” here simply refers to a systematic departure from
the outcome that would be obtained if all voters acted instrumentally
based on their preferences over outcomes. It is a bias against an
implicit baseline of selfish instrumental voting, a choice we make
given the prominence of this model in the literature since at least
Downs (1957). It should also be noted that we do not advance an
argument about whether moral bias is normatively “good” or “bad,”
in general.

higher material benefit than A to each voter in the
electorate, but all agree that A is morally superior. This
might be the case if, for example, B gives high mon-
etary returns to all voters and imposes high costs on
a population of nonvoters, whereas A gives moderate
benefits to voters and nonvoters alike. Suppose that
each voter, if given the choice between outcome A and
outcome B, will choose B. In standard decision theory,
this is equivalent to saying that this person instrumen-
tally prefers B to A. However, in an election (without
abstention), no voter decides the outcome unilaterally.
Rather, each voter has two actions: vote for A and vote
for B such that voting for A leads to higher proba-
bility of outcome A than voting for B. The increased
probability of outcome A achieved by voting for it is
called the pivot probability and denoted by p > 0. If
voters only have instrumental preferences, they will
vote for B (independent of the magnitude of the pivot
probability) because that increases the probability of
the instrumentally preferred outcome.

Standard theory assumes that preferences over out-
comes induce preferences over actions. The logic of
moral bias rests on the idea that people have a desire
to act ethically independent of the outcome produced.
To model this idea, we assume that voters obtain a small
positive payoff by the act of voting for A. That is, voters
have an expressive preference for the act of voting for
A because by voting for A they vote for the alterna-
tive that is, by assumption, morally superior. As pivot
probabilities decrease, the difference in instrumental
payoffs between voting for A and B diminish, whereas
the expressive payoff remains constant.2 A voter with
both instrumental and expressive preferences chooses
as follows. If the pivot probability is large, then instru-
mental payoffs dominate the expressive payoffs and
the voter chooses to vote for B. However, when the
pivot probability is sufficiently small, expressive pay-
offs dominate and the voter chooses to vote for A.

2 In fact, all that is really necessary is that the expressive payoff for
acting morally diminishes with pivot probabilities at a slower rate
than the instrumental payoffs.
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We call this the preference effect of a change in pivot
probability.

Small pivot probabilities are a fundamental charac-
teristic of large elections. Hence, an expressive prefer-
ence for voting for a moral outcome generates a moral
bias3: controlling for the distribution of preferences
within the electorate, alternatives that are understood
by voters to be morally superior are more likely to win
in large elections than in small ones, even if they are
contrary to voters’ material self-interest.4

When there is no cost to vote, the impact of expres-
sive preferences on election outcomes depends entirely
on the percentage of voters with expressive prefer-
ences. If such voters are a small fraction of the elec-
torate, their impact may be minimal because many oth-
ers would vote for B. However, when small costs to vote
are introduced, the impact of expressive preferences is
greatly amplified. This follows because voters without
an expressive payoff become more likely to abstain
as pivot probability declines. Voters with expressive
preferences, however, continue to vote and become
more likely to vote for Aas pivot probabilities decrease.
This follows because such voters obtain an expressive
payoff by voting for A that does not decline with pivot
probability. Thus, in sufficiently large elections when
voting is costly, we may expect the electorate to consist
entirely of voters with expressive preferences who vote
for A. We call this a turnout effect. Thus, moral bias has
two causes in principle, a preference and a turnout
effect.

Beyond clarifying the basic mechanics of moral bias,
the contribution of this article is to provide experi-
mental evidence for the preference and turnout ef-
fects at the level of individual decision makers. We
construct an experiment in which a group chooses be-
tween one of two alternatives, A and B. The group is
subdivided into A types who obtain a high payment
under outcome A but nothing under B, and B types
who obtain a high payment under outcome B but a
smaller (although relatively nontrivial) payment under
A. The majority of each group is A types. Therefore,
alternative A maximizes the sum of payments, gives
nearly equal payments to everyone, and maximizes the
minimum payment. For these reasons, we call A the
ethical alternative.

In experimental elections, analyzing the effects of
changes in pivot probability is complicated because of
a multiplicity of equilibria.5 To avoid this problem, we
simulate an election with costly voting by using a deci-
sion mechanism in which pivot probability is controlled
directly as a treatment variable. In our experiment, a

3 We adopt the term “moral bias” because our basic theory is mo-
tivated by ideas of morality. Our experimental design allows us to
observe whether agents act in a manner that is consistent with our
theory, but we cannot observe agents’ actual motivations.
4 Note that standard theory allows for voters whose instrumen-
tal preferences incorporate altruistic, inequality-averse, inefficiency-
averse, and other types of moral concerns as well. However, voters
with only instrumental preferences will not change their behavior as
a consequence of a change in pivot probabilities. Hence, instrumental
moral preferences will not produce a moral bias.
5 See Levine and Palfrey (2007) and Duffy and Tavits (2006).

subset of B types is designated as active and may either
vote for A or B at a cost (c > 0), or abstain at no cost.
The outcome is determined when one active B type
is selected at random. If the selected individual has
not abstained, his or her vote determines the outcome.
If the selected individual has abstained, then A and
B are chosen with equal probability. The number of
active individuals therefore precisely determines the
probability that an active individual’s vote is pivotal.6
Because only B types can vote, any vote for A neces-
sarily runs counter to the voter’s material interest.

Our experimental results show that remarkably
small electorates are nevertheless large enough to gen-
erate behavior that is consistent with the moral bias
hypothesis. Varying pivot probability from 1

11 to 1, we
find that selfish votes (i.e., votes for B) are strongly posi-
tively related to pivot probability, but ethical votes (i.e.,
votes for A) are either insensitive or negatively related
to pivot probability. Moreover, the ethical alternative
A is significantly more likely to be the collective choice
as pivot probability declines.

In most elections, pivot probabilities are likely to be
significantly below 1

11 . Hence, our experimental results
are consistent with the hypothesis of a moral bias in
large elections. The point here is not that elections in
more populous states (e.g., California) are more likely
to be organized around ethical concerns than elections
in less populous states (e.g., South Dakota): pivot prob-
abilities are likely to be miniscule in both. Rather, the
point is that electioneering and discussions of vote
choice in any mass election are likely to emphasize
moral values. “Values voting,” sociotropic motivations,
and other departures from material self-interest are
to be expected with rational expressive voters even
though the same voters may well act on the basis of
material self-interest in their everyday life.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows: we
present a brief literature review; formally define instru-
mental and expressive utilities for voters and derive
hypotheses about behavior as a function of pivot prob-
ability; describe the experiment design to test these
hypotheses; present results from the experiment; and
conclude.

RELATED LITERATURE

Voting Models

Our model is part of a long line of noninstrumental
or partially instrumental models of turnout and vote
choice. It is well known that the standard rational
choice model has trouble explaining turnout in large
elections with costs to vote.7 Riker and Ordeshook
(1968), Tullock (1971), Brennan and Buchanan (1984),
Brennan and Lomasky (1993), Scheussler (2000), and
Feddersen and Sandroni (2006a, 2006b) have proposed
expressive theories of voting to explain turnout in large

6 See Grether and Plott (1979) for an example of such an approach.
7 See Levine and Palfrey (2007) for experimental evidence that stan-
dard models can explain turnout in large elections.
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elections.8 In expressive voting models, individuals are
motivated to vote not out of a desire to directly impact
the election outcome, but out of a sense of civic obliga-
tion or a desire to (seem to) act ethically by supporting
morally appealing causes or candidates. In the Riker-
Ordeshook model, this creates an extra payoff for any
vote choice other than abstention; the others essen-
tially modify the Riker-Ordeshook model by attaching
the d term to a specific vote choice.9

Although the focus in this article is moral bias, it
should be noted that other kinds of biases have been
discussed in the literature as well. Clearly, anything
that may lead the preferences of the electorate to differ
substantially from the preferences of the population as
a whole can lead to nonrepresentative outcomes. For
example, costs to vote are known to significantly de-
crease turnout (see Levine and Palfrey 2007; Riker and
Ordeshook 1968) and may bias election results in fa-
vor of those with lower costs to vote. In small elections
with high pivot probabilities, even voters with relatively
high costs may participate, whereas in large elections
they will abstain. If costs are not distributed uniformly
throughout the population, outcomes in large elections
may be systematically different from the outcomes that
would occur in small elections. Asymmetric informa-
tion can also produce systematic differences between
outcomes in small and large elections. For example,
Feddersen and Pesendorfer (1996) demonstrate that
election outcomes will tend to approach those gener-
ated by an electorate of fully informed voters as the
size of the electorate grows.

Laboratory Experiments

A small number of experimental papers have analyzed
expressive voting, with mixed results. Tyran (2005)
finds essentially no support for expressive voting. There
are several salient differences between our experiment
and Tyran’s that could account for the divergent re-
sults. First, in Tyran’s experiment, the “ethical” choice
requires subjects to forfeit their entire endowment
(granted by the experimenter); this is much more self-
ishly costly than in our design. This has two effects:
first, conditional on pivot probability, it raises the selfish
cost of voting ethically. Second, it may affect whether
subjects regard the “ethical” choice as, in fact, more
ethical. Self-serving perceptions of fairness may allow
subjects to convince themselves that they have no duty
to give away their own endowment as a pure transfer
(Babcock and Lowenstein 1997; Messick and Sentis
1979). In addition, Tyran does not control pivot prob-
ability; instead, he elicits subject beliefs about it for
one treatment and, from this, infers what “reasonable”
beliefs would be in other treatments. It is possible that

8 Uhlaner (1989) and Morton (1991) also explore noninstrumental
theories of turnout but focus on group mobilization instead of ex-
pressive benefits. See also Harsanyi (1977) and Coate and Conlin
(2004).
9 This can also be thought of as a “warm glow” payoff (Andreoni
1990). See Andreoni (2006) for a review of the literature on warm
glow giving.

subjects do not accurately perceive their pivot prob-
abilities, or that their subjective perceptions in cases
where pivot probability is not elicited by Tyran do not
match his inference. In contrast, because we control
pivot probability directly and demonstrate it to sub-
jects, our design more directly links pivot probability
and behavior.

In an experiment on the effect of inequality aver-
sion on voting for redistribution, Tyran and Sausgruber
(2006) include a brief check for expressive voting. They
elicit pivot probability estimates from voters in groups
of five, and find that voters who believe they are piv-
otal vote less frequently for costly redistribution than
voters who believe they are not pivotal, although the
difference is not statistically significant.

Fischer (1995) obtains stronger support for expres-
sive voting, but with relatively little data to identify the
effect of pivot probability (20 subjects in four treat-
ments). Moreover, pivot probability is not controlled
directly, nor are subject beliefs about it elicited. There-
fore, as in Tyran (2005), the link between pivot proba-
bility and behavior remains somewhat circumstantial in
the data. Fisher’s experiment is a follow-up to Carter
and Guerette (1992), where subjects voted either to
keep an entire endowment (either $6 or $9) or receive
nothing and donate a smaller amount ($2) to charity.
Carter and Guerette more directly controlled pivot
probability: each subject registered a choice for how
his or her own endowment would be used, and with a
probability specified by the experimenters, this choice
was in fact implemented for that subject; otherwise, the
choice was made for that subject by a coin flip. Carter
and Guerette uncover modest support for the expres-
sive voting hypothesis in one sample of subjects (the
effect of pivot probability on votes for charity giving is
significant at the .10 level in a 1-tailed test), but found it
sensitive to the selfish cost of charitable giving (based
on another sample where subjects forfeited $9 rather
than $6). As Carter and Guerette note, the option of
charitable giving is inefficient in their experiment, in
addition to being very costly for subjects; both factors
may mitigate the ethical appeal of this option to the
subjects.

Our theory and design highlight several features that
are not accounted for in these papers taken as a group.
First, none allow abstention or make voting per se
costly. As we show in the formal model, abstention
and costly voting interact with expressive preferences
to determine both individual and group choices. Sec-
ond, we find an effect of pivot probability not only
on individual decisions to vote selfishly, but also on
collective outcomes. These findings suggest that moral
bias may be “economically relevant” in large elections.
In addition to allowing us to address these issues not
considered in previous experimental research, our de-
sign imposes smaller costs on subjects for voting against
their material self-interest and implements direct con-
trol of pivot probability in a setting where subjects dis-
tribute money among themselves. As our theory sug-
gests, smaller costs of voting against one’s self-interest
can affect both the price and frequency of nonselfish
voting. It may also affect whether subjects perceive
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nonselfish voting as ethical in the first place. Although
it is informative to demonstrate that nonselfish voting
can be extinguished if it is costly enough, we believe
it is also useful to determine whether expressive pref-
erences affect collective outcomes, even if they can be
dominated by selfish preferences.

A different literature has addressed the valuations
that individuals reveal in surveys for resources not
traded in markets (e.g., national parks), with results
that are suggestive of ethical expressive preferences.
In a common survey technique known as contingent
valuation, respondents are asked how much they would
be willing to pay to secure some nontraded resource, in
the hypothetical situation where they must actually pay
that amount. “Hypothetical bias” occurs when these
elicited values are greater than values that individuals
would reveal in nonhypothetical situations (Cummings,
Harrison, and Rutström 1995; Harrison and Rutström
2008). A meta-analysis of experiments on contingent
valuation found that individuals overstate actual valu-
ations by up to a factor of three in hypothetical choice
situations (List and Gallet 2001). A hypothetical choice
is one in which the stated preference by definition can-
not affect the outcome. In the context of our model,
this would be equivalent to setting the pivot probability
to 0.

Our work is also related to the large literature on
social preferences (e.g., altruism, inequality aversion)
and giving in the Ultimatum and Dictator games (see
Camerer 2003, for a partial review). In the two-player
Dictator game, as in our results (where subjects are
randomly chosen as dictator in a multilateral setting),
subjects tend to sacrifice to improve recipients’ pay-
offs. Previous work (Bolton and Ockenfels 2000; Fehr
and Schmidt 1999) has suggested that this is because
such sacrifice reduces inequality in payoffs, which sub-
jects dislike; Charness and Rabin (2002) note that it
also increases the minimum payoff and this may have
more explanatory power. However, the social prefer-
ences literature does not directly inform the expressive
versus instrumental view of preferences; social prefer-
ences could underlie both ethical expressive prefer-
ences, and ethical instrumental preferences. Jankowski
(2002), Fowler (2006), Tyran and Sausgruber (2006),
and Edlin, Gelman, and Kaplan (2007) all incorporate
social preferences into models of instrumental voting.
Such motivations can rationalize voting nonselfishly
in an instrumental context (even when abstention is
possible and voting is costly); Fowler finds that indi-
viduals who are more generous in the Dictator game
are more likely to vote in U.S. elections, and Tyran and
Sausgruber (2006) find that inequality aversion affects
voting in a laboratory experiment on redistribution.
However, these motivations still imply that participa-
tion decreases as pivot probability declines, as we ex-
plain further in the next section. This fact allows us to
distinguish the effects of ethical expressive preferences
from those of ethical instrumental preferences.

Finally, our design relates to the experimental liter-
ature on redistribution behind the “veil of ignorance”
(Frohlich and Oppenheimer 1992). This is operational-
ized (see, e.g., Beckman et al. 2002) by having players

allocate shares of a resource among unspecified mem-
bers of a group, and then randomly assigning them to
a position in the group. This is similar to our design
in which players specify monetary payoffs to group
members, and the actual distribution implemented is
randomly chosen. However, in veil of ignorance de-
signs, it is typically possible for a player specifying a
lopsided distribution to then obtain small payoffs under
that distribution. This is not possible in our design. As
a result, individuals cannot ensure themselves in our
design by voting for the ethical alternative.

Survey Research

Our findings dovetail with the large literature explor-
ing the ability of self-interest to explain political atti-
tudes and vote choice expressed in surveys. In general,
this evidence indicates that self-interest explanations in
general and “pocketbook” considerations in particular
only weakly account for attitudes and vote choice in
the American electorate (see Sears and Funk 1991,
for a review). Consider two classic examples: Kinder
and Kiewiet (1979) show that at the level of individual
voters, material self-interest does not account well for
voting in U.S. congressional races; and Sears and Citrin
(1985) show that symbolic attitudes about government
in general and government spending on welfare af-
fected support for property tax reduction referendums
in California. However, Sears and Citrin also show that
with high material stakes for homeowners, self-interest
also clearly affected support for the tax changes.

FORMAL MODEL

Consider a group of n > 0 individuals that must choose
between two options, A and B. The group is composed
of two subgroups, A types who get a higher monetary
reward if option A is the outcome and B types who
get a higher monetary reward when option B is the
outcome. Let nA > 0 and nB > 0 denote the number of
individuals of each type where nA + nB = n.

The set of B types is further subdivided into active
and inactive individuals. Let nβ be the number of active
B types. Only active B types have a chance to influence
the group decision.

Active B types simultaneously and privately choose
one of three options: abstain, vote for A, or vote for
B. The group decision is determined by selecting one
active B individual at random. If the selected individual
has voted, then his or her vote determines the outcome.
If he or she has abstained, then the group outcome is
determined by the flip of a fair coin.

Monetary rewards are provided in Table 1.
The term c and x are parameters in the model where

0 < c < 1 corresponds to a monetary cost of voting.
The parameter x corresponds to a monetary premium
for B types if option B is the outcome. A types receive
a monetary reward of 1 − c if alternative A wins the
election, and 0 otherwise.

We assume that 1
2 > x > 2c > 0 and nA > nB. These

assumptions ensure that alternative A minimizes
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TABLE 1. Monetary Rewards under Options
A and B

Active B Type
A Type Who Vote Other B Types

Option A 1 − c 1 − c 1
Option B 0 1 + x − c 1 + x

inequality in terms of monetary rewards, maximizes
the sum of monetary rewards, maximizes the minimum
reward, and gives a higher monetary reward to a major-
ity of the group. For these reasons, we say that A is the
ethical outcome.10 Loading these ethical concerns onto
one alternative makes it impossible to specify exactly
which ethical motivations are behind our results. This
issue is beyond the scope of our analysis because we
address the effects of expressive voting for ethical alter-
natives, not the secondary question of which particular
ethical considerations carry the greatest weight.

Payoffs

The payoffs for each choice are modeled as follows.
The payoff of voting for alternative A is

πA(nβ, x) = 1
nβ

(1 + δ) +
(

1 − 1
nβ

)

× (1 + δ + q∗(x − δ)) − c + d − εA.

The payoff of voting for alternative B is

πB(nβ, x) = 1
nβ

(1 + x) +
(

1 − 1
nβ

)

× (1 + δ + q∗(x − δ)) − c − εB.

The payoff of not voting is

πφ(nβ, x) = 1
nβ

(
1 + x + δ

2

)
+

(
1 − 1

nβ

)

× (1 + δ + q∗(x − δ)) − εN.

The variable q∗ is the probability that alternative
B is selected when the decision maker’s vote is not
pivotal. The term εk is a stochastic payoff disturbance
with E(εk) = 0 and Var(εk) = v for k ∈ {A, B, N} (e.g.,
εk may be assumed to follow a Type I extreme value
distribution independent of εj , j �= k as in multinomial
logit models). This term anticipates that choices in ex-
periments typically vary, even for a given individual
with all parameters held fixed. As we explain, nβ, x,
and c are all controlled in the experiment, with x and c
fixed as in Table 1 and nβ varying in the experiment.

10 In fact, the assumption x > 2c could be replaced by the weaker
assumption that x > c. However, this stronger condition simplifies
the exposition and is consistent with the monetary payoffs we offered
in our experiments. We discuss the case 2c > x > c in Appendix A.

Our payoff functions not only include monetary pay-
offs, but also allow for the possibility of two different
kinds of subjective payoffs—an ethical instrumental
payoff δ > 0 when the alternative A is the outcome,
and an ethical expressive payoff d obtained as a con-
sequence of voting for alternative A. Both types of
subjective payoffs may be behaviorally important. In
the case of the payoff δ, instrumental voters may de-
part from selfish behavior if they take into account the
monetary rewards of others.11 The payoff d captures
the expressive rather than instrumental motivation for
supporting A. We call these “ethical expressive” moti-
vations and model them with a payoff d > c that voters
obtain by voting for option A.12 Given these payoffs, we
can now define the comparative statics of the general
model; Appendix A reviews comparative statics for
special cases, including selfish instrumental voting.

Conditional on voting, a voter is expected to vote
for A over B if E(πA(nβ, x)) ≥ E(πB(nβ, x)), which with
some algebra reduces to the following:

d ≥ x − δ

nβ

.

Note that a voter who receives neither type of ethical
payoff (i.e., d = δ = 0) will always vote for B rather
than A. Moreover, voters who obtain no ethical expres-
sive payoff (d = 0) will not vote for A unless the ethical
instrumental payoff is greater than the material gain
that results from alternative B (i.e., δ > x). In contrast,
for sufficiently small pivot probability (1/nβ), a voter
with even a small expressive payoff will vote for A
rather than B.

A voter is expected to vote for A rather than abstain
if

d − c ≥ x − δ

2nβ

.

In this case, a voter who receives no ethical instru-
mental or expressive payoffs will always abstain rather
than vote for A. A voter who receives no expressive
payoff (d = 0) will only vote for A if δ is sufficiently
large. However, as pivot probabilities decrease, such a
voter will ultimately abstain. In contrast, a voter who
receives a sufficiently large expressive payoff (d > c)
will always turn out and vote for A if pivot probabilities
are sufficiently small.

Finally, a voter is expected to vote for B over absten-
tion if

x − δ

2nβ

≥ c.

As pivot probabilities decrease, no voter is expected to
vote for B.

11 This could capture, for example, distributional concerns or differ-
ence aversion; see the distributional utility function in Charness and
Rabin (2002) for a general representation.
12 The assumptions that d > c and that A is the ethical option (for
which the expressive payoff d occurs) ensure that the behavior of the
ethical expressive voters is different qualitatively from the behavior
of the selfish voters. We relax these assumptions in Appendix A.
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The presence of an ethical expressive component
to payoffs produces much different behavior than an
ethical instrumental payoff alone (whether that ethical
instrumental payoff δ is small or large). The ethical
expressive payoff has an important effect on the rela-
tionship between pivot probability and the collective
choice in the election. Specifically, voters may exhibit
a propensity to vote for the alternative B when pivot
probabilities are high and a propensity to vote for the
alternative A when pivot probabilities are low. This is
the preference effect of pivot probability alluded to at
the beginning of the article. This may seem counterin-
tuitive, but it has a straightforward intuition. As pivot
probabilities decrease, the choice of which candidate
to vote for becomes essentially hypothetical because it
does not have much impact on the voter’s material
payoff. Therefore, the potential benefit from voting
selfishly becomes small, whereas the expressive payoff
from voting for the ethical alternative, which is not
affected by pivot probability, stays constant.

A second behavioral difference for voters with ethi-
cal expressive payoffs and instrumental payoffs is that
in the former case the incentive to vote may be non-
decreasing or even increasing as pivot probabilities
decrease, whereas in the latter cases the incentive to
vote is decreasing as pivot probabilities decrease. This
is the turnout effect of pivot probability alluded to
previously.

Hypotheses

From this analysis, one can predict the effects of pivot
probability on participation and vote choice by agents,
and therefore, the effects of pivot probability on the
probability that each option is chosen for the group.

Specifically, suppose all agents have payoffs as spec-
ified in the previous model. Then, if d > c, the model
predicts that as pivot probability increases,

1. The probability an agent votes for B rather than
abstains is nondecreasing. This is because instru-
mental motivations behind selfish voting increase
with pivot probability.

2. The probability an agent votes for A rather than
abstains is nonincreasing. This is because of ethical
expressive motivations to support option A. These
motivations do not result from the possible effect
of a vote on the election outcome, so are not sensi-
tive to decreasing pivot probability. However, this
motivation to vote against A is decreasing in pivot
probability.

3. Conditional on voting, the probability an agent
votes for A rather than B is nonincreasing. This fol-
lows from the preference effect. When pivot proba-
bility increases, vote choice is further from a hypo-
thetical choice, so the noninstrumental component
of utility has less weight.

4. The probability the group selects the ethical option
A is nonincreasing. This follows from both the pref-
erence and turnout effects.

EXPERIMENT DESIGN

We test the predictions from the section previous in
a laboratory experiment. The experiment implements
the decision model of an election. For experimental
purposes, the decision model of an election has ad-
vantages over a game-theoretic election model with
endogenous pivot probability. Our approach allows us
to directly manipulate pivot probability, the key causal
variable in our theory, as a treatment variable, and thus
ensure that it is independent of individual tendencies
to weigh ethical considerations versus selfish payoffs in
making decisions.

Our experimental design also allows us to induce
specific monetary rewards for the options facing the
group. Even though we cannot fully control prefer-
ences, control over monetary payoffs still allows us
to determine which option is materially beneficial to
voters and which option is ethical in several respects.

Our decision process is relevant to elections in a
strict sense because we precisely capture the decision-
relevant consequences of being pivotal in an election.
In particular, in our decision mechanism as in an elec-
tion, in the event that one’s vote would decide the
outcome in favor of one alternative or another, the
decision to abstain creates a tie, whereas the decision
to vote is equivalent to deciding the group choice. How-
ever, it must be noted that our decision process differs
from an election in the responsibility an individual may
perceive over the outcome. In our decision process, an
individual knows whether he or she was the dictator
ex post and therefore unilaterally responsible for the
outcome. In an election, one’s vote is pivotal only if all
other votes result in a tie. Although the pivotal voter is
by definition decisive, this decisiveness is conditioned
by the choices of other voters as well. Thus, the pivotal
voter is not unilaterally responsible for the outcome.
Thus, compared to our decision process, an election
may dampen an individual’s sense of responsibility for
the outcome, although not completely eliminate it.

A few caveats are in order here regarding the re-
lationship between our theory of moral bias and our
experimental design. Our design captures the central
decision-theoretic problem facing voters in an election:
whether to vote for a candidate or abstain as a function
of the probability one’s action influences the outcome.
However, in contrast to an election, in our setting an
individual knows if he or she was decisive ex post and
therefore unilaterally responsible for the outcome. In
an election, one’s vote is pivotal only if all other votes
produce a tie. Hence, no single individual is ever uni-
laterally responsible for the outcome of an election
even ex post. Thus, compared to our decision process,
an election may dampen an individual’s sense of re-
sponsibility for the outcome. It would be worthwhile to
perform experiments similar to ours but in the context
of experimental elections.

We should also note that our experimental design
does not allow us to conclude that voters have moral
motivations. The fact that a voter has chosen an al-
ternative that (at least to us) seems morally appeal-
ing does not allow us to conclude that experimental
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subjects were motivated by moral considerations. More
research is required to support the empirical claim that
voters are morally motivated.

In our experiment, subjects were divided into
groups and offered monetary incentives, as specified in
Table 1.13 The experiment consisted of a sequence of
rounds in which groups chose option A or option B. A
round, in turn, consists of four stages. In stage 1, a group
of n subjects (where n ≤ the number of subjects in the
session) is randomly partitioned into two subsets with
nA A members and nB B members. Furthermore, nβ of
the B types are randomly designated as active B types.
Each subject in a group is informed of the number of
people of each type before any decisions are made.
Subjects know which category they themselves are in
but are not informed of the identity of other individuals
in these categories. A B type learns whether he or she
is an active type before making any decisions.

In stage 2, each active B type must choose whether
to vote. If he or she chooses to vote, then he or she pays
a small cost c and specifies one of the two outcomes A
or B. All other subjects (i.e., all A types and inactive B
types) have no decision to make.

In stage 3, after all active B types make their partic-
ipation and vote choices, one active B subject is ran-
domly selected from the set of all active subjects. The
probability that a given active subject is selected is 1

nβ
.

Note that any active subject can be randomly selected
at this stage, regardless of whether they have chosen to
vote.

Stage 4 determines the group choice. If the active
subject selected at stage 3 has chosen to vote, then the
outcome that subject specified at stage 2 is the group
choice. If this subject has not voted, then the outcome,
A or B, is chosen by a fair coin toss. Thus, nβ fully deter-
mines pivot probability. Note that the decision problem
for subjects with preferences as outlined previously is
identical whether pivot probability is endogenous or
exogenous. Thus, our design maintains the same incen-
tive effect of pivot probability on voting that exists in an
election, while allowing for control of this key variable.

At the end of each round, subjects are informed of
the group choice, their payoff, whether the decision
was made randomly or by an active B type, and for
subjects who were active B types, their own decision
and whether they were pivotal. For each round, this
information and a subject’s type (A or B) in the round
were displayed in a History panel visible on subjects’
computer terminals throughout the experiment.

This sequence of four stages makes up a single round
of a session of the experiment. After one round is com-
pleted, another begins with a new random allocation

13 Note that under option A, A types are paid the same amount (1 −
c) as B types who vote. The purpose of this (rather than, e.g., simply
setting 1 as the payoff to A types under option A) is to ensure that B
types who vote for A are not compelled to reduce their own payoff
below that of the beneficiaries of that choice. If individuals dislike
payoff disadvantages relative to other subjects, this alternative could
confound voters’ evaluation of the ethical implications of options A
and B, which we sought to avoid (cf. Charness and Rabin 2002, who
found subjects most willing to sacrifice to increase another player’s
payoff when it was less than their own).

of A and B types to groups and a new random draw of
nβ active B types in each group. A sequence of rounds
with groups drawn from a set of participants comprises
a session of the experiment.

A triple (nA, nB, nβ) is a distinct treatment in the ex-
periment; these variables are subject to experimental
control. As noted, nβ determines the probability that a
vote is pivotal, whereas changes in nA and nB determine
the collective benefits that result from each outcome,
as well as the degree of inequality in the group under
option B. Treatments were run in blocks of 10 to 20 con-
secutive rounds with the same values of (nA, nB, nβ). A
subject’s type (A or B) was fixed for all rounds in a
given treatment block and randomly redrawn in the
next treatment block, whereas Active/Passive status
for B types changed randomly from round to round
within a treatment block. Subject types (A or B) were
fixed within a treatment block to limit repeated play
effects from artificially producing ethical votes. With-
out this feature, round t voters might have an incentive
to vote ethically in hopes of priming round t + 1 voters
to do so as well, in case round t voters were to switch
types. Subjects were informed of these conditions in the
instructions and they were demonstrated in practice
rounds, and subjects were also informed verbally when
a treatment block had ended during the session.

As noted, monetary payoffs in the experiment are
determined as in Table 1. In all rounds of the experi-
ment, c = .10 denotes the participation cost and x = .25
denotes the premium that B types earn from option B
over option A. Participants are informed of these pa-
rameters in the instruction period and in a table visible
to them throughout the experiment.

In the actual experiment, we described the decision
situation to subjects in neutral, abstract terms. In par-
ticular, we never used the words “selfish” or “ethical”
in the experiment. In addition, we referred to active
types as active and to those who decided to vote as
subjects who choose to be available. This mitigates
a potential contaminating effect of “tipping off” the
subjects about the kind of behavior that is somehow
expected or appropriate.

Provided nA > nB, a condition that is met in all data
used in the following analysis, option A (the “ethical”
option) maximizes the sum of monetary payoffs re-
ceived by the n members of a group, minimizes in-
equality in monetary payoffs, and maximizes the min-
imum monetary payoff (which in fact holds regardless
of whether nA > nB). Option B (the “selfish” option)
maximizes the monetary payoff to eligible voters. Note
also that the cost of voting (c = .10) outweighs the
maximum expected monetary benefit ( x

2 = .125) from
voting, unless nβ = 1. If, for example, nβ = 2, then the
expected monetary benefit is .125

2 .
We conducted a total of six sessions of the

experiment in computer labs at Northwestern
University (four sessions) and the Experimental
Social Science Laboratory (Xlab) at the University
of California–Berkeley (two sessions). Subjects were
Northwestern or Berkeley undergraduates recruited
from the Management and Organizations subject pool,
undergraduate social science classes, computer labs
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TABLE 2. Experiment Design

nA
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 13 17

1 — 1(10) — 1(25) — — — — — —
2 2(10) 1(25) — — — — — — — —

2(10)
3 2(15) — 1(10) 1(10) 2(15) — 1(15) — — —

2(15) 2(10) 3(15) 3(10)
3(35) 3(10)

4 1(10) — — 1(40) — — — — — 1(25)
4(10) 2(15) 2(10)

3(25) 3(10)
nB 4(35) 4(10)

5 — — — — 2(10) 1(10) — — — —
4(10) 2(10)
5(15) 4(10)

5(10)
6 — — — — — — — 3(15) — —
8 — — — — — — — 1(15) 1(15) —

3(15) 2(15)
4(10) 4(10)
6(20) 7(15)
7(15) 8(10)
8(10)

11 — — — — — — — — 2(15)
11(20)

Entries list number of active B types in group, for each possible combination of A and B types (number of
rounds for which the configuration was used in parentheses).

(Northwestern), and the Xlab subject pool (Berkeley).
Subjects were not selected to have any specialized
training in game theory, political science, or economics.
One hundred and four subjects participated across
the six sessions, with 18, 11, 9, 24, 21, and 21
subjects, respectively. Each session began with an
instruction period to familiarize the participants with
the decision problem (instruction script is availa-
ble at http://polisci.berkeley.edu/faculty/gailmard/mb-
instruct.pdf or from the authors upon request),
computer software, random matching, and sequence
of decisions. Subjects were informed that their groups
would be randomly redrawn every round; this was
demonstrated in the instruction period by identifying
group members in one practice round, and then
indicating their different groups in the next practice
round. The computer software displayed the payoff
table (Table 1) with the experimental parameters,
information about the subject’s role and the number
of subjects in each role in the group in a given round,
and the entire history of the subject’s own results. All
decisions were made in private at computer terminals
not visible to other subjects, and all interaction among
subjects took place anonymously at computers.

The sessions lasted approximately 100 minutes at
Northwestern and 120 minutes at Berkeley, consisted
of 90 to 170 rounds, and contained six to fourteen 10
to 20-round blocks of treatments (nA, nB, nβ).14 Sub-

14 A software glitch in session 2 occurred after 18 rounds of the
experiment. Eighteen rounds took place before the glitch, 15 in one
treatment and 3 in another. Only 10 of 11 subjects were used in these

jects were informed of the duration of the session in
minutes during recruiting and again in the informed
consent process in each session. The number of rounds
in each session varied with the duration and the rate
of subject decision making; we conducted the maxi-
mum number of rounds consistent with the time con-
straint. The sequence of treatments and rounds used
for each treatment block, by session, are listed in
Appendix B.

For each subject, five rounds were selected at ran-
dom at the end of the experiment, and the subject
was paid the sum total of his or her earnings in dol-
lars from those rounds, times .04. Participants earned
about $25 on average for their session (including a $5
participation payment), with a minimum payment of
$5 up to a maximum of about $50. Subjects were paid
privately at the end of the session so that a subject and
the experimenter knew that subject’s payment.

Table 2 summarizes the treatments run over all ses-
sions of the experiment, irrespective of the order or
session in which they were run. The rows list nA values
used and the columns list nB. The cell entries list the
values of nβ that were used for each (nA, nB) combina-
tion (number of rounds in which that value was used
in parentheses). Recall that n = nA + nB is the number
of participants in each group.

Therefore, the possible values of nβ were 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, and 11. Note that in almost all rounds, groups had

rounds. In total, therefore, session 2 had 85 rounds with 11 subjects
and 18 rounds with 10 subjects for a total of 103 rounds.
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more A voters than B voters (nA > nB).15 Treatments
were chosen primarily to maximize the range of possi-
ble values of nβ (and therefore pivot probability) given
the number of subjects in each session and nA > nB,
while still varying the ratio of nA to nB. A consequence
is that the design is incomplete in a factorial sense.
Note that for most (nA, nB) pairs, nβ ranges roughly
as much as possible with high contrast between
treatments. Treatment choices were constrained by the
number of subjects in each session, the requirements to
test multiple nβ values while making pivot probability
independent of the round of the session,16 and our
desire to limit possible repeated game effects by using
(nA, nB) combinations that typically allowed more
than one group to which subjects could be assigned.
Given these constraints, treatments were ordered so
that similar (nA, nB, nβ) combinations could be tested
multiple times with another treatment in between (to
help mitigate order effects), and to the extent possible
so that similar (nA, nB, nβ) combinations could be
tested in multiple sessions (to help mitigate session
effects).17

RESULTS

Individual Behavior and Expressive Voting

Aggregating over all values of pivot probability, ethical
voting (option A) occurs with similar frequency as self-
ish voting (option B), and abstention occurs more fre-
quently than either. In all 2,826 vote choices, 19.5% are
A votes, 21% are B votes, and 59.5% are abstentions;
conditional on turnout (1,141 observations), 51.9% of
all votes are for B. Individual subjects made an average
of 30 decisions each, with a range of 10 to 56. A small
number of subjects (10) cast an A vote in more than
50% of their decisions; 12 subjects cast a B vote in more
than 50% of their decisions. In addition, 44 subjects
voted for A strictly more often than B, and 47 voted for
B strictly more often. Conditional on turnout, 43 sub-
jects cast an A vote more than 50% of the time, 46 cast a
B vote more than 50% of the time, and 12 cast each vote
50% of the time (3 subjects always abstained). Most

15 We do not use rounds with nB ≥ nA in any analysis. They were
included in the sessions as brief pilot tests for experiments unrelated
to the main point of this article.
16 The correlation between pivot probability and round is −.04.
17 Exact replication of several (nA, nB, nβ) combinations suggests
that order effects are not a serious problem. In particular, treatments
(5,4,4), (13,11,11), (4,3,3), and (17,4,1) were run multiple times in a
single session. In none of these cases is the share of selfish votes
significantly affected by the order. In only the (17,4,1) treatment
was the share of ethical votes significantly lower in the later block
(p = .076 (2 tailed) in difference in proportions Z test); in other
treatments, there is no significant difference between blocks. Note
that in eight tests where the null hypothesis of no difference is true,
the expected number of false positives for α = .10 is .8. For both
ethical and selfish voting, there is no consistent pattern of increase or
decrease in later blocks. However, there may be some session effects:
of four exact (nA, nB, nβ) combinations replicated across sessions
(3,2,1), (5,1,1), (5,4,1), (5,4,4), two exhibited significant differences
between sessions in the share of ethical votes ((5,4,1) and (5,4,4))
and one in the share of selfish votes (5,1,1).

subjects split their decisions between abstention and
either A votes or B votes; few subjects alternated sig-
nificantly among all three choices. Each subject made
his or her least common decision an average of only
two times, and for only three subjects was abstention
the least common choice. Each subject made his or her
most common choice 21.4 times on average, and 76
subjects abstained as often as they made either other
choice.18

The key implications of the theory and its contrast to
purely instrumental voting relate to the effects of pivot
probability, and we focus on this for the remainder
of the analysis. Our approach and choice of statisti-
cal models is aimed at highlighting the effects of pivot
probability on vote choices as directly as possible. We
use a variety of estimators, model specifications, and
levels of analysis to ensure that the conclusions are not
excessively dependent on any one choice.

Figure 1 presents graphical evidence on the effect
of pivot probability. It shows the percentage of times
each choice—ethical voting (A), selfish voting (B), or
abstention—is made as a function of pivot probability.
Each panel in Figure 1 displays results for a single
(nA, nB) pair in which more than one value of pivot
probability was implemented in the experiment.
Hypothesis 1 implies that the dashed “selfish voting”
line should slope up (i.e., as pivot probability increases,
relatively more selfish votes should be observed).
Hypotheses 2 implies that the solid “ethical voting”
line should be flat or downward sloping (i.e., as pivot
probability increases, relatively fewer ethical votes
should be observed).19 Four of the twelve panels
show a uniform decrease in the probability of an
ethical vote as pivot probability increases ((nA, nB) =
(3, 2), (5, 3), (6, 3), (13, 11)). Seven of the twelve
panels show a uniform increase in the probability
of a selfish vote as pivot probability increases ((nA,
nB) = (3, 2), (4, 3), (5, 3), (6, 3), (8, 3), (13,11), (17,4)).
Some panels reflect results clearly inconsistent with
the theory. For instance, in the (9, 8) panel with
pivot probability of .125 (a low value in our design),
not a single person in 15 trials voted for the ethical
alternative. In addition, in the (7, 5) panel, the solid
“selfish” votes line is nearly constant (rather than
increasing), whereas in the (4, 3) and (8, 3) panels, the
share of ethical votes increases with pivot probability.

These interpretations of Figure 1 risk allowing the
inevitable variation and noise in the data across rounds
and individuals to obscure broader patterns that, al-
though not uniformly true for all values of pivot prob-
ability, nevertheless tend to hold. To uncover these gen-
eral tendencies, we estimated linear probability (OLS)
models of the probability of ethical and selfish votes as

18 Other summary statistics, including statistics for all variables used
in the following statistical models, are in Appendix C.
19 The theory predicts only a weak inequality for ethical voting
because when the expressive utility d is large enough, voters vote
ethically regardless of pivot probability, whereas if d is in an interme-
diate range ethical expressive voting is sensitive to pivot probability
because individuals attach relatively more utility to the instrumental
costs of ethical voting. The slope of the dotted abstention line is not
restricted by the theory.
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FIGURE 1. Pivot Probability and Vote Choice by Treatment

a function of pivot probability in each (nA, nB) combi-
nation in Figure 1. The resulting coefficients are listed
in Table 3 (standard errors clustered by subject20 are
in parentheses; bold entries are significant at the .10
level (2-tailed test)).21 The final row lists the average
coefficient for each vote type.

As Table 3 suggests, the probability of an ethical
vote tends to decrease with pivot probability in most
treatments, and the probability of a selfish vote tends
to increase. For ethical voting, in six of twelve (nA, nB)
pairs pivot probability has a statistically significant
(negative) effect. For selfish voting, in eight of twelve
(nA, nB) pairs pivot probability has a significantly pos-
itive effect. Moreover, for ten of twelve ethical voting
regressions, the estimated coefficient is negative; if all
slopes were actually zero so the estimated signs were

20 Clustering allows for possible correlation within an individual sub-
ject’s sequence of votes.
21 These estimates are not efficient because they neglect the neg-
ative correlation in error terms in regressions for a given (nA, nB)
pair (which occurs because the probability of some vote conditional
on pivot probability is 1). Hypothesis test results from Seemingly
Unrelated Regressions are essentially the same as reported in Table
3. The one difference is that the slope for ethical voting in the (6,
5) case is significantly negative under the SUR but not the OLS
standard errors.

TABLE 3. Linear Probability Model
Coefficients for Effect of Pivot Probability
on Share of Each Vote Type by Treatment

N Obs.
(nA, nB) Ethical Selfish (N clusters)

3, 2 −.23 (.11) .7 (.17) 146 (26)
4, 3 .09 (.15) .59 (.19) 435 (42)
5, 3 −.40 (.10) .17 (.14) 160 (44)
5, 4 −.07 (.11) .66 (.14) 375 (59)
6, 3 −.19 (.10) .23 (.29) 105 (27)
6, 5 −.51 (.51) .87 (.49) 135 (31)
7, 5 −.03 (.06) .04 (.11) 220 (40)
8, 3 .15 (.18) .30 (.20) 40 (11)
9, 8 −.29 (.10) .58 (.17) 365 (60)

13, 8 −.20 (.13) .21 (.11) 350 (42)
13, 11 −.20 (.06) .40 (.23) 250 (24)
17, 4 −.23 (.12) .70 (.17) 135 (40)

Avg Coeff. −.10 .45
Clustered SEs in parentheses.

due to chance, at least 10 of 12 would be negative in
only 1.9% of samples. All twelve of the selfish voting re-
gressions, have positive estimated effects of pivot prob-
ability on the probability of a selfish vote, although, as
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can be seen in Figure 1, the slope for (7,5) is near
zero.22

Figure 1 is useful because it shows raw data unre-
stricted by parametric assumptions and effects of pivot
probability conditional on group composition. We can
go further by aggregating observations across (nA, nB)
pairs and adding a simple parametric structure to vote
choice. We statistically model vote choice as a function
of pivot probability,23 group composition variables nA
and nB, and the round in which a choice was made. The
variables nA and nB allow us to probe the effects of
group context on vote choice, and although they tend
to move together (as Table 2 suggests) their correlation
is .50, implying some independent variation by which
we can identify the effect of each.24 The Round vari-
able helps capture experience and some repeated game
effects on vote choice.

The following table presents multinomial logit25 re-
sults from the data aggregated from all sessions. Table
entries are estimated β parameters, with standard er-
rors clustered by subject to reflect the fact that observa-
tions from a particular individual cannot be assumed
to be independent. The baseline category is absten-
tion. Therefore, coefficients for option A (the “ethical”
option) reflect the effect of each variable on the prob-
ability of voting for A as opposed to not voting, and
coefficients for option B (the “selfish” option) reflect
the effect of each variable on voting for B as opposed
to not voting.26

Consistent with the theory of ethical expressive vot-
ing, the results reveal different effects of pivot proba-
bility on the probability of voting for each alternative
rather than abstaining (χ2

1 = 22.38 in a Wald test that

22 When the number of active Bs is used as the covariate instead
of pivot probability, two of the panels with significant ethical voting
effects in Table 3 become insignificant ((6,3) and (17,4)). Significance
results for selfish voting are the same as in Table 3. The same 10 of 12
ethical voting models have the correct sign on the estimated effect,
and all 12 selfish voting models have the correct sign (but with a
weakly positive effect on ethical voting and a negative effect on
selfish voting).
23 In none of these models does replacing pivot probability with
the number of active B types alter any statistical test results or cor-
respondence between estimated signs and predicted signs of each
coefficient.
24 nA and nB have even lower correlation with pivot probability, −.08
and −.45, respectively.
25 Hausman and Small-Hsiao tests of the Independence of Irrelevant
Alternatives assumption cannot reject the null hypothesis that IIA
is satisfied. Essentially, this reflects that no two choices are perceived
as close substitutes for each other. In any case, multinomial probit
results (which do not depend on IIA) reflect similar effects.
26 Naturally, there are many ways to estimate comparative statics at
the individual level, and our results are not particularly dependent
on the multinomial logit model. For instance, seemingly unrelated
regressions for ethical and selfish votes with fixed effects for in-
dividual subjects, estimated with the same covariates listed here,
reveal similar substantive and statistical results. Probably the most
important difference due to this alternative estimator is that the
estimated effect of pivot probability on ethical votes is negative and
more significant than in the multinomial logit specification, although
p > .10. Note that random assignment of individuals to treatments
suggests that individual tendencies to vote in a particular way should
not be systematically related to other covariates, so accounting for
individual heterogeneity in estimation is not crucial as it is in obser-
vational data.

these coefficients are equal; p < .0001). As implied by
Hypothesis 1, the probability that an agent votes self-
ishly for B rather than abstains is significantly affected
by pivot probability: as the pivot probability increases,
the probability of voting for B increases. This can be
seen by the estimated coefficient on pivot probability
in Table 1, which is statistically significant with a Z
score of 6.37.27 The marginal effect of pivot probability
(computed at the average) on the probability of voting
for B is .33.

In contrast, and consistent with Hypothesis 2, pivot
probability has a statistically insignificant effect on the
probability a voter votes for A; the Z score for this
variable is .45 with a p value of .654.28 The propensity
to vote for A does not decline significantly when pivot
probability declines. The estimated marginal effect at
the mean is −.05, much smaller in absolute value than
on voting for B rather than abstaining. This supports
the claim that voting for the ethical option is driven
at least in part by expressive rather than instrumental
factors.

Beyond the implications for the hypotheses, the
model also reveals interesting effects of group com-
position on vote choice. Depending on the ethical con-
siderations voters bring to bear on the choice, both nA
and nB may affect the ethical weight of A over B. As
the number of A types grows (holding fixed the num-
ber of Bs), some ethical considerations (e.g., utilitarian
or egalitarian ones) point more strongly in favor of
alternative A. As the number of B types grows, the
pull of these ethical considerations in favor of option
A weakens.29 The results indicate that the decision to
vote for the ethical alternative A is significantly affected
by the number of A members in the group (p = .007)
but not the number of B members (p = .588). Thus,
ethical voting is significantly affected by the number
of beneficiaries of that choice but not the number of
group members that bear the cost of it. One possible
reason for this asymmetry is that voters do not feel
an ethical duty to consider the interests of B types be-
cause they are not categorically disenfranchised in the
experiment; however, the estimated marginal effects
are neither large nor significantly different (.009 for A
types, −.007 for Bs; χ2

1 = 1.69, p = .19 in a Wald test
of equal coefficients in the equation for A voting). In

27 It might be suspected that the number of B types is highly corre-
lated with pivot probability, because the latter is isomorphic to the
number of active B types. However, this correlation is about −.44.
In any case, multicollinearity problems would typically be suspected
of making intercorrelated variables appear falsely insignificant, not
falsely significant.
28 A different way to see the same information contained in the
p value is a post hoc power calculation, that is, the probability of
rejecting H0 : βpiv.prob = 0 at the α = .10 level if the true coefficient
βpiv.prob and sample variability are in fact as estimated in the model.
Under these assumptions, the lower bound of the rejection region
for H0 is β = .645, and if the true parameter is .175 with standard
deviation .391 in its sampling distribution, the estimated effect is
(falsely) in the rejection region with probability is .115 under H0.
29 Given fixed payoffs for options A and B, only efficiency consider-
ations are affected by group composition in this way. For example,
maximin considerations are unaffected by the size and composition
of each group.
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contrast, selfish voting is not significantly affected by
the number of A or B types. If A is the ethical alter-
native, then according to our theory votes for B are
due to selfish considerations; the results are consistent
with this, in that any effects of group composition on
the ethical pull of A over B do not significantly affect
votes for the selfish alternative.30 Although the precise
ethical considerations voters use in making decisions is
beyond the scope of our analysis, these results suggest
that some natural interpretations of the ethical implica-
tions of group composition do affect voting decisions.

The results show some effects of experience on both
ethical and selfish voting, although the p values are
at most marginally significant at .19 and .14, respec-
tively. This is reflected in the Round variable, which
indexes the round of the session in which a decision oc-
curred. Moreover, the substantive effects of experience
are small, about 1

20 of 1% for both ethical and selfish
voting. Thus, over an entire session, the probability of
making either vote choice changes by a small amount,
conditional on group composition and pivot probabil-
ity. These results help alleviate concerns about both
experience and repeated game effects in our design.31

The multinomial results can be sharpened by explor-
ing treatment effects on vote choice, conditional on
turnout. In the previous model, the expressive compo-
nent of utility exerts a greater effect on decisions of
a given voter as pivot probability declines (the pref-
erence effect). This in turn implies that, conditional
on turnout, voting for the ethical option grows more
likely as pivot probability declines (Hypothesis 3). To
test this hypothesis, we model vote choice conditional
on turnout, as a function of the same covariates speci-
fied previously. In this case, we estimate a logit model
with subject fixed effects, so that only variation within
each subject’s sequence of votes is used to estimate pa-
rameters, and variation across subjects is discarded.32

The reason is that individuals self-select into the vot-
ing population, so that random assignment of subjects
to treatments does not ensure that the effect of pivot
probability conditional on turnout is unrelated to un-
observed individual characteristics (in particular, the
strength of individuals’ ethical preferences). Put dif-
ferently, given our design, within-subjects information

30 It should be noted that although the effects of nA and nB on
selfish voting do not meet conventional significance levels, they are
marginally significant with p values of .15 and .13, respectively. Nev-
ertheless, the effect of nA on ethical voting is significantly greater
than for selfish voting (χ2

1 = 9.09, p = .003 in a Wald test of equal
coefficients across equations), whereas the effect of nB is not signifi-
cantly different across equations (χ2

1 = 1.97, p = .160).
31 Repeated game effects imply that the future costs of selfish be-
havior (if it induces others to act selfishly as well) decline toward the
end of a session, and thus the small and insignificant effect of the
Round variable casts doubt on this explanation of ethical voting. In
addition, because smaller sessions imply a larger number of inter-
actions with any given subject, we estimated the multinomial logit
model with the number of subjects in the session as a covariate. Its
effect is statistically insignificant for both A and B votes (and the
significance of pivot probability is unchanged from Table 4). Beyond
these points, it is unclear why repeated play would increase votes for
A disproportionately when pivot probability is low.
32 We also estimated, and obtained similar results from, a linear
probability model with subject fixed effects.

TABLE 4. Individual Vote Choice (Multinomial
Logit; Base Category Is Abstain)

Parameter Clustered
Covariate Estimate SE
Effect on Pr (Vote for A)

Number of A types .048∗∗∗ .018
Number of B types −.025 .046
Pivot probability .175 .391
Round .002 .002
Constant −1.612∗∗∗ .332

Effect on Pr (Vote for B)
Number of A types −0.033 .022
Number of B types .083 .054
Pivot probability 2.100∗∗∗ .330
Round −.003 .002
Constant −1.914∗∗∗ .344

2,826 observations; standard errors clustered for 104 subjects.
Note: ∗ Indicates p < .10, ∗∗ indicates p < .05, ∗∗∗ indicates p <

.01.

is the best way to identify the preference effect un-
derlying Hypothesis 3, which according to the theory
operates on each individual voter. Between-subjects
information is confounded by self-selection into the
voting population.

Consistent with Hypothesis 3 and the preference ef-
fect, a decline in pivot probability does make a vote
for the ethical alternative more likely conditional on
turnout. The result is highly significant with a Z score
of 5.96. Again, consistent with the operation of the pref-
erence effect at the level of the individual voter, this
result stems from changes within subjects’ sequences
of votes as pivot probability changes.

Similar to the decision to vote ethically rather than
abstain, the decision to vote selfishly rather than
ethically is negatively affected by nA (p = .001) but
not nB (although this achieves marginal significance,
p = .126). Unlike the multinomial results, the effects
of these variables are significantly different in absolute
value (χ2

1 = 5.52, p = .019 in a Wald test of equal coeffi-
cients), so the asymmetric effect of nA and nB on ethical
voting carries over to the size as well as significance.
The effect of Round shows that agents are significantly
less likely to vote selfishly, conditional on turnout, in
later rounds than earlier ones. Combined with Table 4,
this suggests mixed evidence on experience effects, but
even the significant estimate in Table 5 does not sug-
gest repeated game effects; subjects are estimated to
become less likely to vote selfishly in later rounds con-
ditional on group composition and pivot probability.
One possible reason for this experience effect is that
subjects take time to discover the ethical implications
of each option, because the instructions and exper-
iment software purposely made no mention of any
ethical considerations when describing the choice en-
vironment.

Individual Behavior and Instrumental Voting

Levine and Palfrey (2007) use a laboratory experi-
ment to demonstrate that quantal response equilibrium
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TABLE 5. Vote Choice Conditional on Turnout
(Fixed Effects Logit)

Parameter Standard
Covariate Estimate Error
Effect on Pr (Vote for B)

Number of A types −.115∗∗∗ .035
Number of B types .104 .068
Pivot probability 3.287∗∗∗ .454
Round −.010∗∗∗ .003

674 observations; fixed effects for 59 subjects. The remaining
subjects either always voted for A or always voted for B condi-
tional on turnout.
Note: ∗ Indicates p < .10, ∗∗ indicates p < .05, ∗∗∗ indicates p <

.01.

models with selfish instrumental voters can explain
turnout and vote choice in large elections. Our ex-
periment presents subjects with a decision situation,
not a game, so in our unified model, quantal response
equilibrium (McKelvey and Palfrey 1995) collapses to
quantal choice or random utility maximization (Luce
1959; McFadden 1974), and a logit QRE is simply a
logit random utility model. Because individual behav-
ior is clearly not deterministic conditional on observ-
able predictors, some form of random utility model is
necessary to explain the results regardless of whether
ethical expressive utility is assumed. Thus, any depar-
ture from selfish instrumental voting in our data is not
related to the quantal choice element but rather to the
arguments of individual utility functions.

To see the effects of selfish instrumental preferences,
assume that d and δ from the formal model are zero
so that behavior conforms to a selfish quantal choice
model. Three implications of this special case emerge:

1. The probability of voting for each alternative rather
than abstaining declines as pivot probability de-
clines. This is because, given that voting is costly
(and dominated if nβ > 2), the error of turning out
becomes more costly as pivot probability declines.

2. Conditional on voting and pivot probability, the
probability an agent votes for B is always greater
than the probability he or she votes for A. This is
because, in quantal choice models, the probability
of playing better strategies exceeds that of playing
worse strategies.

3. Conditional on voting, the probability of voting for
A increases and the probability of voting for B de-
creases as pivot probability declines. This is because
the error of voting for A becomes less costly as pivot
probability declines, because it is less likely to affect
the outcome.

Implication 1 is not supported in our data, as noted in
the multinomial choice results: only selfish voting is de-
pressed by increases in pivot probability; ethical voting
is not. Implication 2 is also not supported in our data:
as Figure 1 demonstrates, for relatively small values of
pivot probability, the share of A choices is sometimes
larger than the share of Bchoices. Specifically, the share
of A votes exceeds the share of B votes in 18 of the 46

distinct (nA, nB, nβ) triples in our data. Implication 3
follows from both the selfish instrumental and ethical
expressive models, when a quantal choice component
is included in each. It is supported in our data in the
sense that agents are more likely to vote for A as pivot
probabilities decline.

Overall, then, selfish instrumental behavior alone
cannot account for our findings even if a quantal choice
element is included. Rather, our findings suggest that
ethical expressive motivations play an important role
in voting, but not to the exclusion of selfishness (i.e.,
the ethical expressive conjecture does not deny the
role of selfish instrumental preferences; rather, it layers
another motivation on top of this). In one sense, it is
not surprising that our results differ from Levine and
Palfrey’s (2007) in the extent to which selfishness can
account for the findings. In their design, members of
one group of voters obtain almost all benefits if a first
alternative wins (105 points compared to 5 points); the
other group of voters obtains almost all benefits if the
second alternative wins. Even if members of the second
group believe the first choice is ethically desirable, it is
materially costly for them to act on this in casting a vote.
In our design, voters sacrifice smaller material bene-
fits to vote ethically. Moreover, although the groups
in Levine and Palfrey’s design have different sizes, so
the alternatives have different utilitarian implications,
neither alternative is unambiguously ethical in their
design. Cross-cutting ethical considerations might mit-
igate their effect (by lowering the difference in expres-
sive utility between alternatives), leaving selfish voting
with greater weight in voting decisions.

An alternative theory of instrumental voting speci-
fies that δ > d = 0, so that individuals value the ethical
outcome but not the act of voting for that outcome
per se. Such accounts have been forwarded recently by
Jankowski (2002); Fowler (2006); and Edlin, Gelman,
and Kaplan (2007). Inasmuch as ethical voting does oc-
cur, even with pivot probability equal to 1 we see some
evidence of δ > 0, but this purely instrumental account
of ethical behavior is not an adequate explanation for
our findings. First, conditional on group size, decreasing
pivot probability should still depress participation rates
for these instrumental A voters. Yet, the results show
that abstention is not significantly more likely relative
to voting for A as pivot probability declines, holding
fixed the number of A and B types. A possible coun-
terargument to this evidence is that for these ethical
instrumental voters, the altruistic benefits of voting are
so high that even our lowest pivot probability does not
depress their turnout. This leads to a second problem
with this explanation for our findings. Linear utilities
with constant altruism weights map straightforwardly
into a structural model that is estimable in our data.
Multinomial logit estimates show that for this model
to explain our experimental data, active B types must
value an A type’s payoff as much as they value their
own, and must value payoffs to other B types four
times as much as they value their own. These implau-
sible findings suggest that a model consisting only of
ethical instrumental voters does not fare well in our
data.
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TABLE 6. Effect of Group Characteristics on
Group Choice (Logit)

Parameter Het. Robust
Covariate Estimate SE
Effect on Pr (Group choice is B)

A types −.022 .021
B types .071∗ .039
Pivot probability .550∗∗ .221
Random choice −.307∗∗ .130
Round .002 .002
Constant −.138 .262

1,061 observations; heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors.
Note: ∗ Indicates p < .10, ∗∗ indicates p < .05, ∗∗∗ indicates
p < .01.

Collective Choices and Bias toward
Unselfishness

The previous results show the importance of ethical
expressive considerations for understanding individual
behavior in our experiment. But this does not by itself
demonstrate the importance of these considerations
for understanding collective choices. The individual-
level effects may be small or ethical expressive mo-
tivations so unusual as to be irrelevant for under-
standing the functioning of elections in collective deci-
sion making. Moreover, group decisions are made by
individuals who are pivotal, and obviously, a dispro-
portionate share of pivotal votes were cast in situations
where pivot probability is large. Because the ultimate
importance of our analysis lies in how political insti-
tutions translate preferences into collective decisions
in the presence of nonselfish, expressive agents, the
question of group-level behavior is also important, and
we turn to it now.

Table 6 presents logit results on the effect of group
characteristics on the probability that the group choice
was the selfish option B rather than the ethical op-
tion A.33 Because the variance of the observed out-
come could change with the group characteristics, we
report heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors. The
model is estimated based on all group decisions, in-
cluding those made at random rather than by an active
B type (summary statistics of these variables are in
Appendix C). These observations are important to in-
clude because they create a possible disconnect be-
tween the individual-level results and group decisions.
Relevance of ethical expressive voting at the group
level requires that these random decisions do not over-
whelm the effect of pivot probability on individual
turnout and vote choice decisions.

The most important feature of the results is that they
support Hypothesis 4. As pivot probability increases,
the probability of a selfish choice for the group in-
creases. The coefficient on pivot probability has a p
value of .013, and the marginal effect (at its average,
57.4% in this sample) is .14. In short, the individual-

33 Results are similar in a linear probability model as well as a logit
model with fixed effects for (nA, nB) pairs (although in the latter
case, the effects of nA and nB obviously cannot be estimated).

level effects of pivot probability identified previously
carry over to group choices as well.

Turning to the other covariates, the effects of group
composition are reversed compared to the individual
level. The effect of the number of B types is statistically
significant (p = .067), but the effect of the number of
A types is not (p = .294). Moreover, the effect of nB
is significantly larger than the effect of nA in absolute
value (χ2

1 = 2.92, p = .088 in Wald test of equal co-
efficients). The negative effect of Random Choice on
the probability of B reflects that the selfish choice was
significantly more likely to be implemented by a subject
in the experiment (roughly 61% of these cases) than
by a random draw when the selected voter abstained
(roughly 52% of these cases). Group-level choices are
not significantly affected by the experience of partici-
pants; p value for Round is .26.

CONCLUSION

In this article, we provide experimental support for
an ethical expressive model of voting. In our experi-
ment, groups must choose between two options—an
“ethical” option with a relatively equal distribution of
payoffs that maximizes total payoffs and the minimum
payoff in the group, and a “selfish” option with a lop-
sided distribution favoring the voters themselves. Our
design allows us to manipulate the distribution of pay-
offs from each option and, most important, the pivot
probability of individual voters.

The experimental results support the concept of bias
toward unselfish outcomes in large elections: collective
choices in elections systematically depart from indi-
vidual preferences in the direction of moral consid-
erations as pivot probabilities decline. The data are
consistent with a significant effect of ethical expres-
sive preferences. Bias toward unselfish outcomes then
results for two distinct reasons: first, as the pivot prob-
ability declines, the choice of any agent that actually
votes becomes closer to a hypothetical choice, in which
case ethical considerations dominate selfish ones (the
preference effect). Second, as pivot probability de-
clines, voters with relatively strong instrumental and
relatively weak expressive preferences are less likely
to vote, whereas voters with relatively strong expres-
sive preferences may continue to vote or switch from
abstention to voting for the ethical option. Thus, the
ratio of ethical expressive voters to instrumental voters
grows as pivot probability declines (the turnout effect).

APPENDIX A: BENCHMARK VOTING
MODELS

In this appendix, we demonstrate that our specifications of
payoffs in the model can be seen as integrating three different
polar types of voter: selfish instrumental, ethical instrumen-
tal, and ethical expressive. These are special cases of the
general formal model presented previously.

Selfish Instrumental Motivations

The standard model of selfish instrumental voting results of
d = δ = 0, and there are no payoff disturbances. In particular,
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the payoff to voting for B is

1
nβ

(1 + x) +
(

1 − 1
nβ

)
(1 + q∗x) − c,

whereas before 1
nβ

is the pivot probability and q∗ is the prob-
ability option B is chosen when his or her vote is not pivotal.
The payoff from abstaining is

1
nβ

(
1 + x

2

)
+

(
1 − 1

nβ

)
(1 + q∗x) .

Thus, the selfish B type weakly prefers to vote for B rather
than abstain if and only if

x
2nβ

≥ c.

So, as the probability a vote is pivotal ( 1
nβ

) decreases, the in-
centive for a selfish B type to abstain gets larger. For given x
and c, there is a value of pivot probability such that voting is a
dominated strategy for any smaller value of pivot probability.
In addition, conditional on choosing to vote, a selfish B type
has a strictly dominant strategy to vote for B.

Ethical Instrumental Motivations

An alternative model results when voters obtain a payoff
δ and option A is chosen. However, if δ > x, the decision to
vote (as oppose to abstain) is entirely analogous to the selfish
instrumental case. The payoff to voting for option A is

1
nβ

(1 + δ) +
(

1 − 1
nβ

)
(1 + q∗x + (1 − q∗)δ) − c,

whereas the payoff for abstaining is

1
nβ

(
1 + x

2
+ δ

2

)
+

(
1 − 1

nβ

)
(1 + q∗x + (1 − q∗)δ) .

Hence, with ethical instrumental payoffs, voting for A is ben-
eficial if and only if

δ − x
2nβ

≥ c.

So, as the probability of being pivotal decreases (nβ in-
creases), the incentive to participate decreases.

Ethical Expressive Motivations

A third polar case occurs when voters obtain an expressive
payoff d > c by voting for A. The payoff to voting for option
A is

1
nβ

+
(

1 − 1
nβ

)
(1 + q∗x) + d − c,

whereas the payoff for voting for option B is

1
nβ

(1 + x) +
(

1 − 1
nβ

)
(1 + q∗x) − c

Conditional on voting, voters prefer to vote for A over B if

d ≥ x
nβ

.

So, conditional on voting, as the probability of being pivotal
decreases the incentive to vote for A increases. Note that
this is in contrast to both the selfish and ethical instrumental

benchmark cases where pivot probabilities do not impact the
choice between A and B.

When d ≥ x
nβ

, a voter prefers to vote for A rather than
abstain if and only if

1
nβ

(1) +
(

1 − 1
nβ

)
(1 + q∗x) + d − c

≥ 1
nβ

(
1 + x

2

)
+

(
1 − 1

nβ

)
(1 + q∗x)

or
d − c ≥ x

2nβ

.

When d < x
nβ

, a voter prefers to vote for B rather than abstain
if and only if

1
nβ

(1 + x) +
(

1 − 1
nβ

)
(1 + q∗x) − c

≥ 1
nβ

(
1 + x

2

)
+

(
1 − 1

nβ

)
(1 + q∗x)

or
x

2nβ

≥ c.

Consider three different cases: d ≥ x (d large), x > d > 2c
(d intermediate), and 2c > d (d low). When d is large, the
ethical expressive voter always votes for A. When d is in-
termediate, this type votes for B when the pivot probabil-
ity is high ( 1

nβ
> d

x ), votes for A otherwise. When d is low,
then this type votes for B when the pivot probability is large
( 1

nβ
> 2c

x ), abstains when the pivot probability is in the

interval ( 2(d−c)
x , 2c

x ), and votes for A when d is small
( 2(d−c)

x > 1
nβ

).
This optimal behavior is derived under all possible param-

eter values for c and d as follows.

Case 1: d > 2c nβ < x
d nβ > x

d

x > d Vote B Vote A
x < d — Vote A

Case 2: 2c > d > c x
2c > nβ

x
2(d−c) > nβ > x

2c nβ > x
2(d−c)

x > 2c Vote B abstain Vote A
x < 2c — abstain Vote A

Case 3: c > d > 0 x
2c > nβ nβ > x

2c

x > 2c Vote B abstain
x < 2c — abstain

The results can be grouped into six cases (one for each
row of each table) of the relationship between pivot proba-
bility and vote choice. The cases list the sequence of optimal
decisions for ethical expressive voters as pivot probability
declines below the cutpoints in the tables. In all cases, the
incentive to vote B is strongest for high pivot probabilities,
the incentive to vote A is strongest for low pivot probabilities,
and the incentive to abstain is highest for moderate pivot
probabilities.

Case 1 (d > 2c and d < x): vote B, vote A
Case 1∗ (d > 2c and d > x): vote A
Case 2 (2c > d > c and 2c < x): vote B, abstain, vote A
Case 2∗ (2c > d > c and 2c > x): abstain, Vote A
Case 3 (d < c and x > 2c): vote B, abstain
Case 3∗ (d < c and x < 2c): abstain.
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Ethical Expressive Voting When Option B Is
the Ethical Alternative

Ethical expressive types get the same payoffs as selfish voters
plus a payoff of d > 0 by voting for option A. The payoff to
this type for voting for option A is

1
nβ

(1 + δ) +
(

1 − 1
nβ

)
(1 + q∗x + (1 − q∗)δ) + d − c,

whereas the payoff for voting for option B is
1
nβ

(1 + x) +
(

1 − 1
nβ

)
(1 + q∗x + (1 − q∗)δ) − c.

Conditional on voting, ethical expressive voters prefer to vote
for A over B if

d ≥ x − δ

nβ

.

So, conditional on voting, as the probability of being pivotal
decreases the incentive for an ethical expressive type to vote
for A increases.34 This is in contrast to both the selfish and
ethical instrumental models, where pivot probabilities do not
impact the choice between A and B.

Voters with d ≥ x−δ

nβ
prefer to vote for A rather than abstain

if and only if

1
nβ

(1 + δ) +
(

1 − 1
nβ

)
(1 + q∗x + (1 − q∗)δ) + d − c

≥ 1
nβ

(
1 + x + δ

2

)
+

(
1 − 1

nβ

)
(1 + q∗x + (1 − q∗)δ)

or
d − c ≥ x − δ

2nβ

.

Voters with d < x−δ

nβ
prefer to vote for B rather than abstain

if and only if

1
nβ

(1 + x) +
(

1 − 1
nβ

)
(1 + q∗x + (1 − q∗)δ) − c

≥ 1
nβ

(
1 + x + δ

2

)
+

(
1 − 1

nβ

)
(1 + q∗x + (1 − q∗)δ)

or x − δ

2nβ

≥ c.

34 As the pivot probability increases, the set of pairs (d, δ) that satisfy
the previous equation decreases (by inclusion).

Previous experimental work (Levine and Palfrey 2007)
shows substantial support for the selfish voter model in com-
parative statics. Their results find that turnout in laboratory
experiments conforms with the comparative statics predicted
by the selfish model (e.g., turnout is decreasing as the size of
the electorate increases, and therefore, pivot probabilities
decrease). In this section, we show that it is difficult to dif-
ferentiate between the selfish and ethical expressive model
when the alternative that is favored by selfish voters is also
perceived to be the ethical alternative. We show that the only
difference between the two models is in the level of turnout
predicted. In the ethical expressive model, turnout does not
go to zero as pivot probabilities get small.

Suppose that ethical expressive types get a payoff of δ > 0
when alternative B is chosen and a payoff of d > 0 by voting
for option B. It is obvious that such voters will never vote for
option A. The payoff for voting for option B is

1
nβ

(1 + x + δ) +
(

1 − 1
nβ

)
(1 + q∗(x + δ)) + d − c.

Subjects prefer to vote for B rather than abstain if and only
if

1
nβ

(1 + x + δ) +
(

1 − 1
nβ

)
(1 + q∗(x + δ)) + d − c

≥ 1
nβ

(
1 + x + δ

2

)
+

(
1 − 1

nβ

)
(1 + q∗(x + δ))

or

d − c ≥ −x + δ

2nβ

.

So, if d − c > 0 the subject votes, whereas if d − c < 0
then the probability of voting is decreasing in nβ. It follows
that turnout is decreasing as pivot probabilities decrease but
reaches a lower bound. Note that Levine and Palfrey (2007)
observe in their experiments that turnout levels in elections
with low pivot probabilities seem to be bounded significantly
above zero.

APPENDIX B: TREATMENT SEQUENCE
BY SESSION

TABLE A1. Treatments by Session
Session

Block 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 (9,8,1) 15 (2,3,2) 15 (3,1,1) 10 (5,3,3) 10 (4,3,2) 15 (4,3,3) 15
2 (5,4,1) 15 (3,2,1) 3 (2,2,2) 10 (5,3,1) 10 (13,8,2) 10 (13,8,4) 10
3 (9,8,7) 15 (6,5,5) 15 (5,4,4) 15 (7,5,1) 10 (13,8,6) 15 (6,5,4) 10
4 (5,4,2) 15 (5,6,1) 15 (6,3,2) 15 (7,5,5) 10 (4,3,1) 10 (17,4,1) 10
5 (5,1,1) 20 (8,3,1) 10 (6,3,3) 15 (13,11,11) 10 (9,8,6) 10 (17,4,3) 10
6 (9,8,3) 15 (5,1,1) 10 (5,4,2) 15 (13,11,2) 15 (9,8,2) 10 (6,5,2) 10
7 (5,4,1) 10 (5,4,4) 10 (13,11,11) 10 (4,3,3) 10 (6,3,1) 15
8 (5,4,4) 10 (7,5,4) 10 (17,4,4) 15 (17,4,2) 10
9 (8,3,3) 10 (2,4,1) 10 (13,8,1) 15 (13,8,8) 10

10 (2,4,4) 10 (13,8,7) 15 (4,3,3) 10
11 (18,6,2) 10 (3,2,2) 10 (5,4,3) 10
12 (3,2,1) 15 (17,4,1) 15
13 (7,5,2) 10 (5,3,2) 10
14 (9,8,4) 10 (9,8,8) 10

18 subs. 11 subs. 9 subs. 24 subs. 21 subs. 21 subs.
Entries are (nA , nB, nβ) triples and number of rounds over which each given treatment block was run.
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APPENDIX C: SUMMARY STATISTICS

TABLE A2. Summary Statistics, Individual
Decisions

Variable Mean SD Range
Abstentions 59.6% 49.1% Binary
A votes 19.4% 39.6% Binary
B votes 20.9% 40.7% Binary
B votes | turnout 51.9% 50.0% Binary
Number of A types 7.9 4.0 [3, 18]

per group
Number of B types 5.3 2.8 [1, 11]

per group
Pivot probability 37.5% 27.3% [0.091, 1]
Round 66.8 42.8 [1, 170]
Based on 2,826 observations of individual decisions.

TABLE A3. Summary Statistics, Group
Decisions

Variable Mean SD Range
Outcome (A = 0 or B = 1) 56.5% 49.6% Binary
Number of A types 6.8 3.9 [3, 18]

per group
Number of B types 4.2 2.4 [1, 11]

per group
Pivot probability 57.4% 33.0% [0.091, 1]
Random choice (1 = yes) 54.8% 49.8% Binary
Round 66.5 44.4 [1, 170]
Based on 1,061 observations of group outcomes.
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